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ABSTRACT
The presence of CO gas around 10-50 Myr old A stars with debris discs has
sparked debate on whether the gas is primordial or secondary. Since secondary gas
released from planetesimals is poor in H2, it was thought that CO would quickly
photodissociate never reaching the high levels observed around the majority of A
stars with bright debris discs. Kral et al. (2019) showed that neutral carbon produced
by CO photodissociation can effectively shield CO and potentially explain the high
CO masses around 9 A stars with bright debris discs. Here we present a new model
that simulates the gas viscous evolution, accounting for carbon shielding and how the
gas release rate decreases with time as the planetesimal disc loses mass. We find that
the present gas mass in a system is highly dependant on its evolutionary path. Since
gas is lost on long timescales, it can retain a memory of the initial disc mass. Moreover,
we find that gas levels can be out of equilibrium and quickly evolving from a shielded
onto an unshielded state. With this model, we build the first population synthesis of
gas around A stars, which we use to constrain the disc viscosity. We find a good match
with a high viscosity (α ∼ 0.1), indicating that gas is lost on timescales ∼ 1 − 10 Myr.
Moreover, our model also shows that high CO masses are not expected around FGK
stars since their planetesimal discs are born with lower masses, explaining why shielded
discs are only found around A stars. Finally, we hypothesise that the observed carbon
cavities could be due to radiation pressure or accreting planets.
Key words: circumstellar matter - planetary systems - accretion discs - methods:
numerical.
1 INTRODUCTION
The discovery of circumstellar gas around young main-
sequence stars with debris discs dates back more than two
decades, with a few systems showing molecular emission at
millimetre wavelengths (e.g Zuckerman et al. 1995) and oth-
ers atomic absorption in the UV (Slettebak 1975), some of
which varies with time (Ferlet et al. 1987). Thanks to Her-
schel, it also became possible to study the gas component in
the far-IR through atomic emission from ionised carbon and
neutral oxygen (e.g. Riviere-Marichalar et al. 2012; Roberge
et al. 2013; Cataldi et al. 2014), adding a third tool for the
observational study of gas in systems with debris discs. To-
day we know of about 20 systems with debris discs and gas
detected in emission, and another ∼ 11 systems (with and
without infrared excess) with circumstellar gas detected in
? E-mail: sebastian.marino.estay@gmail.com
absorption only (e.g. Montgomery & Welsh 2012; Welsh &
Montgomery 2018; Rebollido et al. 2018; Iglesias et al. 2018).
While there has been some consensus on the origin of
the absorption lines as arising from falling evaporating bodies
(FEBs, Ferlet et al. 1987; Beust et al. 1990; Beust & Mor-
bidelli 1996; Kiefer et al. 2014), no model has been com-
pletely successful at explaining the colder emitting gas at
tens of au that is now found around ∼ 20 systems (e.g. Moo´r
et al. 2011; Dent et al. 2014; Moo´r et al. 2015; Marino et al.
2016; Greaves et al. 2016; Lieman-Sifry et al. 2016; Marino
et al. 2017; Matra` et al. 2017b; Moo´r et al. 2017; Matra` et al.
2019), mostly through CO detections. Since CO molecules
exposed to stellar and interstellar UV radiation will pho-
todissociate in short-timescales (. 120 yr, Hudson 1971; van
Dishoeck & Black 1988; Visser et al. 2009), the CO detected
in some of these systems suggests that we are observing
these systems at a very particular moment (e.g. at the later
stages of protoplanetary disc dispersal, hereafter primordial
© 2019 The Authors
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origin) or CO and other gas species are being replenished
in these systems (hereafter secondary origin). Zuckerman
& Song (2012) proposed that gas could be released in the
same collisional cascade that replenishes the dust levels in
debris discs. The amount of gas and dust, could then be
used to infer the volatile composition of planetesimals. This
scenario would be consistent with systems with the low CO
levels observed, for example, around β Pic, HD 181327 and
Fomalhaut. However, a significant fraction of the systems
with detected CO would require planetesimals much richer
in CO and/or CO2 compared to Solar System comets, or gas
release rates that are decoupled from the inferred dust pro-
duction rates (Kral et al. 2017). Furthermore, the systems
with the highest CO content have ages between 10-50 Myr
and their content is not necessarily correlated with their de-
bris disc-like dust (Moo´r et al. 2017). Therefore, these have
been tagged as hybrid discs meaning they have primordial
gas leftovers and secondary dust (Ko´spa´l et al. 2013), al-
though it is not clear how primordial gas has survived for so
long in those systems.
A potential pathway to alleviate these tensions in the
secondary origin scenario, is that the CO becomes shielded
from UV radiation in systems with high gas content and its
lifetime is much longer than in the unshielded case. While
debris discs are optically thin hence dust cannot effectively
shield the gas, CO can become self-shielded or shielded by
molecular hydrogen (van Dishoeck & Black 1988; Visser
et al. 2009). This is difficult since H2 is unlikely to be present
at high densities in this secondary origin scenario, and CO
would need to be released at a very high rate to reach the
necessary column densities to become self-shielded (Kral
et al. 2017). However, carbon that is produced through CO
photodissociation can also shield CO from UV photons, be-
coming ionised (Rollins & Rawlings 2012). Carbon and oxy-
gen are expected to viscously evolve and form an atomic
accretion disc (Kral et al. 2016), even if the stellar lumi-
nosity is high enough to blow out carbon since it can re-
main bound due to self-shielding and interactions with more
bound species such as oxygen (Ferna´ndez et al. 2006; Kral
et al. 2017). Kral et al. (2019) found that if viscosities were
low or the CO input rate high, enough carbon could accu-
mulate to shield CO and explain hybrid discs as shielded
discs of secondary origin.
So far, none of the above studies has considered the vis-
cous evolution of an exocometary gas disc coupled with the
time dependent gas release rate. If the release of gas is reg-
ulated by the mass loss rate in the planetesimal disc, then
we expect this to decrease steeply with time relaxing into a
collisional equilibrium (e.g. Dominik & Decin 2003; Krivov
et al. 2006; Wyatt et al. 2007a). This means that the total
gas mass input into a system depends strongly on its pre-
vious evolution if the gas lifetime is similar or longer than
the age of the system (or collisional timescales). If viscosities
are low, this could well be the case for shielded discs, thus
collisional evolution cannot be neglected a priori. In this pa-
per we consider the effect of an evolving mass input rate on
the viscous evolution of the gas in the system, particularly
we focus on CO and carbon. This paper is structured as fol-
lows. We first present our model and numerical simulations
in §2. Then in §3 we use this model to produce a popula-
tion synthesis of A stars with debris discs that release gas,
which we compare with observations. In §4 we show that
the same model applied to FGK stars is also consistent with
observations. In §5 we discuss our results and some of our
assumptions, and finally in §6 we report our conclusions.
2 MODEL
The gas evolution is treated with a simple viscous evolu-
tion 1D model, focusing only on the radial dimension and
assuming axisymmetry (similar to Moo´r et al. 2019). In this
model, gas is input into the system at the radial locations of
the planetesimal belt, from where it is allowed to viscously
evolve. The gas surface density evolution, ΣG, is then set by
the usual viscous evolution equation (Lynden-Bell & Pringle
1974) with the addition of an input source that arises from
a collisional cascade of planetesimals, ÛΣ+coll(r, t),
∂ΣG
∂t
=
3
r
∂
∂r
[
r1/2 ∂
∂r
(νΣGr1/2)
]
+ ÛΣ+coll(r, t), (1)
where ν is the kinematic viscosity. In Equation 1, we have
also made the usual approximation that the orbital velocity
does not significantly differ from circular Keplerian rotation.
Rather than studying ΣG, in this paper we are mainly
interested in following the evolution of CO, C and O, which
can have significantly different distributions (Kral et al.
2016). Therefore, instead of solving Equation 1, we solve
for the evolution of the surface density of each gas species
Σi by advecting its mass at the viscous radial velocity, 3r ,
hence
∂Σi
∂t
= −1
r
∂
∂r
(r3rΣi) + ÛΣ±i (r, t), (2)
ΣG3r = − 3√
r
∂
∂r
(νΣG
√
r), (3)
ΣG =
∑
i
Σi (4)
where ÛΣ±i (r, t) represents the additional production and de-
struction processes (e.g. CO photodissociation, see below)
and 3r the radial velocity of the gas. Equation 2 is a con-
tinuity equation with a source term, while Equation 3 is
the conservation of angular momentum which is applicable
to the total mass. We solve Equations 2 and 3 using first-
order explicit finite-volume update following Bath & Pringle
(1981) and Booth et al. (2017). We also include the diffusion
of the gas species, that is given by
∂ fi
∂t
=
1
rΣG
(
rνΣG
∂ fi
∂r
)
, (5)
where fi = Σi/ΣG and we have taken a Schmidt number of
unity (Stevenson 1990; Turner et al. 2006). The addition
of Equation 5 accounts for the diffusion due to turbulent
mixing rather than an accretion flow. It does not affect the
total surface density, but the relative abundances of CO,
carbon and oxygen.
For the viscosity we make the standard assumption of
an alpha disc model, with ν = αc2s/ΩK, where cs is the
sound speed and ΩK the Keplerian speed. The sound speed
is calculated from the gas temperature, which is fixed and
taken equal to the blackbody temperature for simplicity
(T = 278L1/4? r−1/2) and a mean-molecular weight that can
vary between 28 and 14 depending on if the gas is domi-
nated by CO or by atomic oxygen and carbon. This choice
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of parametrization of ν is arbitrary, but it offers a form sim-
ple enough to understand the gas evolution. Note that we
expect α to be smaller than unity, although its value has
only been constrained between 10−4 − 0.5 (Kral et al. 2016;
Kral & Latter 2016; Kral et al. 2019; Moo´r et al. 2019).
The input of gas in the system happens through the
release of volatile species that escape after the break up of
volatile rich bodies in a collisional cascade. This release is
spatially confined to a planetesimal belt that extends in ra-
dius and is radially resolved by our simulations. Further-
more, we assume that the released gas is completely domi-
nated by CO. In principle, other molecular species such as
CO2, H2O, HCN, etc. could also be released, however, cur-
rent observations are roughly consistent with CO dominated
gas release. The addition of other gas species is discussed in
§5.1.1.
Once CO is released and exposed to interstellar UV ra-
diation it will photodissociate into carbon and oxygen on a
short timescale of 120 yr (Visser et al. 2009), or even shorter
depending on the strength of the stellar UV flux (Matra`
et al. 2017a). For example, a stellar luminosity higher than
20 L will shorten the CO photodissociation timescale to
less than 10 year within ∼ 100 au if unshielded (see Figure
1 in Kral et al. 2017). This timescale, however, can be much
longer if the CO column densities are high enough to shield
itself or if neutral carbon is present. The latter is of special
interest since depending on how fast CO is released and car-
bon viscously spreads, it could explain the existence of large
amounts of CO in 10–50 Myr old systems (Kral et al. 2019).
In this work we will focus solely on the effect of inter-
stellar UV radiation and will neglect the stellar contribution.
This is justified by the two following reasons. First, most of
the discs that we want to explain have stellar luminosities
below 20 L and debris disc sizes of ∼ 100 au, which means
that if CO was completely unshielded its lifetime would be
of 120 yr and dominated by ISRF. Second, the column den-
sities of CO and carbon along the radial direction will be
1–5 orders of magnitude larger than in the vertical direc-
tion because the radial distribution of gas is typically much
broader than the disc scale height. This means that CO will
be highly shielded in the radial direction (see estimates in
§ 5.1.3). Therefore, UV interstellar radiation from the top
and bottom of the disc will be the predominant factor that
sets the CO lifetime.
Then, ÛΣ+,−
i
(r, t) for CO and C/O becomes (Kral et al.
2019)
ÛΣ±CO(r, t) = ÛΣ+CO −
ΣCO
Tph(ΣCO, ΣC)
, (6)
ÛΣ±C(r, t) = +
3
7
ΣCO
Tph(ΣCO, ΣC)
, (7)
Tph(ΣCO, ΣC) = 120 yr
exp[ΣC/ΣcC]
Θ(ΣCO)
, (8)
where ÛΣ+CO is the input rate of CO and Tph is the photodis-
sociation timescale of CO which depends both on the col-
umn or surface density of CO (self-shielding) and neutral
carbon C. The self-shielding function Θ is calculated by in-
terpolating tabulated values in Visser et al. (2009, Table 6).
This has a power-law-like dependence, with the CO lifetime
increased by a factor of 2.7 when the average column den-
sity is 1015 cm−2 or a surface density of 4 × 10−9 M⊕ au−2
(1.1×10−7 g cm−2). On the other hand, shielding by neutral
carbon has an exponential dependence (Rollins & Rawlings
2012), with a critical surface density ΣcC = 10
−7 M⊕ au−2
(2.7×10−6 g cm−2). A caveat in the calculation of Tph is that
in reality it will depend on the amount of material along ev-
ery line of sight since the 120 yr reference lifetime assumes
radiation is coming from all directions, therefore the average
CO lifetime is expected to be slightly longer depending on
the disc scale height.
Our model has two further simplifications. First, we
consider that the ionisation fraction of carbon is negligible,
or at least that the fraction of neutral carbon is not much
lower than unity for discs in which neutral carbon plays an
important role (this assumption is discussed in §5.1.2). Sec-
ond, we neglect the stellar radiation pressure acting on car-
bon. In principle, neutral carbon could be blown out by ra-
diation pressure for stellar luminosities greater than ∼ 20 L
(Ferna´ndez et al. 2006, note that the specific threshold de-
pends on the model spectrum used). This, however, probably
does not happen in the discs we typically observe since even
with a thousandth of the CO input rate estimated in β Pic,
carbon is continuously produced and can reach densities that
are high enough to become self-shielded from stellar UV and
stay bound to the system (Kral et al. 2017). The effect of
radiation pressure on carbon is further discussed in §5.3 and
§5.5.
Finally, we consider the following boundary conditions.
We use an inner radius of 1 au and we set νinΣG,in = const,
such that the accretion rate is constant between the inner
two cells and ΣG(r) tends to the expected solution that is
inversely proportional to ν(r). For the surface density at the
outer edge of our simulations (rout), we take whichever is
smaller between a power-law extrapolation or νoutΣG,out =
const. We find that when the CO mass input rate is con-
stant, rout = 30rbelt is large enough and solutions converge.
However, for CO mass input rates varying in time (§2.2) we
find that convergence between solutions is achieved when
rout is a few times larger than the viscous characteristic ra-
dius (rbelt(1+t/tν)), thus we set rout = 3rbelt(1+tf/tν)], where tf
and tν are the length of the simulation and viscous timescale
at rbelt (tν = r2belt/ν(rbelt)). This ensures that the result from
our simulations are not sensitive to the outer boundary con-
ditions.
2.1 Constant CO input rate
Consider a disc of planetesimals around a 2 M (16 L) star,
sustaining a collisional cascade that releases both dust and
CO gas. Let’s assume that CO is released at a constant rate
ÛΣ+CO, parametrized as a Gaussian centred on rbelt = 100 au
(belt mid radius) and with FWHM ∆rbelt = 50 au. These are
arbitrary choices, but overall consistent with the observed
distribution of planetesimal disc radii and width around high
luminosity stars (Matra` et al. 2018b). In Figure 1 the result-
ing evolution of the CO (left panels) and carbon (middle
panels) surface densities and total masses (right panels) are
shown for different CO mass input rates and values of α: 0.1
and 0.001. Hereafter we will refer to these α’s and resulting
viscosities as high and low, respectively.
The top panel shows a simple case that would be ap-
plicable to systems that are observed to have a low CO gas
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2019)
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Figure 1. Viscous evolution of a gaseous disc over 100 Myr, with a constant input rate of CO over time and released roughly between
75–125 au, for three different cases. Top:high viscosity and low CO input rate. Middle: high viscosity and high CO input rate. Bottom:
low viscosity and high CO input rate. The left and middle columns show the evolution of the CO and carbon surface density, respectively.
The right column shows the evolution of the total gas mass of CO (blue continuous line) and carbon (orange continuous line). The dashed
blue and orange lines represent the CO and carbon mass expected in steady state when CO is unshielded and the mass input rate of CO
is constant over time.
mass (e.g. β Pic, HD 181327 and Fomalhaut, Dent et al.
2014; Marino et al. 2016; Matra` et al. 2017b). CO is input
in the system and in a few hundred years it reaches steady
state with ΣCO = ÛΣ+CO × 120 yrs and thus is confined in space
and co-located with planetesimals and large dust grains (top
left). Carbon instead viscously spreads forming an accretion
disc which reaches a steady state in a few times the viscous
timescale at the belt location (tν = r2belt/ν = 0.6 Myr, top
middle). Neither the surface density of CO nor C reach the
necessary levels to shield CO (grey dashed lines), except for
carbon within a few AU where no CO is present. The final
CO and C mass (top right) are consistent with analytic pre-
dictions where MCO = ÛMCO × 120 yrs and MC calculated by
integrating equation B17 in Metzger et al. (2012) assuming
that the viscosity scales linearly with radius (true for our
case if µ is constant),
MC =
2 ÛMCOr2belt
7νbelt
[
2
(
rmax
rbelt
)1/2
− 1
]
(9)
where rmax is the maximum radius in the simulation. Note
that MC ∝ r1/2max, thus the total mass reported here is domi-
nated by low density gas at large radii to which observations
can be less sensitive. Therefore the carbon masses reported
in this section cannot be compared directly with observa-
tions. Later in §3 we report instead the CO and carbon
masses within 500 au which is a more sensible estimate to
compare with typical observations. Note that if the viscosity
did not scale linearly with radius, then the bulk of the mass
could reside at small radii.
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In the middle panels, the CO mass input rate is now 100
times higher. While the CO is slightly self-shielded within
the first 0.1 Myr of evolution (note that the blue line in the
right panel is above the dashed line), by 1 Myr the surface
density of carbon reaches the critical level to shield CO at
100 au. The subsequent evolution has CO viscously spread-
ing inwards forming an accretion disc and slightly diffusing
outwards, although it is truncated at ∼ 170 au where the CO
lifetime becomes much shorter than the viscous timescale.
Over time the carbon mass increases similarly to the upper
panel, although the carbon mass saturates at a slightly lower
level than the theoretical maximum because some of the CO
is never photodissociated into carbon and oxygen (∼ 15%).
In the lower panels we show a case with a low viscosity
and high CO mass input rate. Due to the lower viscosity,
carbon is locally piling up and so reaching a higher surface
density much faster than it can spread out. By 0.1 Myr CO
becomes shielded by carbon and starts to build up and vis-
cously spread. With CO’s significantly longer lifetime, the
production rate of carbon is much lower, and the mass of
CO overcomes the carbon mass after 1 Myr. Nevertheless,
the carbon surface density is still comparable to the high vis-
cosity case near the belt location, but orders of magnitude
larger beyond 100 au. This means that CO can also signif-
icantly spread outwards since it is shielded out to 1000 au,
although the viscous timescale to reach those regions can be
shorter than its lifetime. Given the longer viscous timescale
at rbelt (60 Myr), only by the end of the simulation the sur-
face density of CO and carbon are close to steady state at
the belt location. Something worth noticing in this last sce-
nario is that the surface density of carbon after 10 Myr has
a flat slope in between from rbelt out to where the CO sur-
face density drops exponentially. In the two cases where CO
becomes shielded, we find that CO spreads inwards reaching
our simulation boundary at 1 au, and spreads outwards out
to a radius where its lifetime against photodissociation (de-
termined by both carbon and CO surface densities) is too
short for CO to viscously spread or diffuse from where it is
produced.
The CO and carbon evolution presented here is overall
consistent with the 0D model presented in Kral et al. (2019,
see their Figure 18). The main difference is that the pre-
dicted masses of carbon and CO (when completely shielded)
are overall larger in this study for the same α since in Kral
et al. (2019) we used the local viscous timescale which is
a twelfth of the viscous timescale. Moreover, here we are
considering the total gas mass in the system, which can be
orders of magnitude higher than the gas mass around the
belt location. Therefore, the disc mass saturates at a lower
level in our previous simulations and in a shorter timescale.
2.2 Collisional evolution
An important ingredient that so far has not been considered
in previous gas evolution studies (e.g. Kral et al. 2016, 2017,
2019) is the disc collisional evolution. These have assumed
that CO gas is released at a constant rate equal to the prod-
uct between the CO mass fraction in planetesimals, fCO, and
the mass loss rate due to collisions ÛM. While the first might
stay constant overtime if planetesimals do not devolatise, the
second typically decreases with time (e.g. Dominik & Decin
2003; Krivov et al. 2006; Wyatt et al. 2007a; The´bault &
Augereau 2007; Lo¨hne et al. 2008; Kral et al. 2013) as plan-
etesimals are ground down and mass is removed from the
system through the blow out of small grains (Burns et al.
1979). Since the rate at which planetesimals suffer disruptive
collisions is proportional to the total disc mass, M, it is easy
to show that when assuming a single slope size distribution
the disc mass should decrease with time as 1/t, with
M(t) = M0
t/tc + 1, (10)
ÛM(t) = −M(t)
2
M0tc
, (11)
where tc is the collisional lifetime of the largest planetes-
imals at t = 0 and M0 is the initial disc mass. Note that
t here represents the time since planetesimals were stirred
enough to cause catastrophic collisions. Here we assume de-
bris discs are pre-stirred and collisions start immediately
after the protoplanetary disc is dispersed.
These equations have two strong implications for the
evolution of the disc mass. First, for t  tc the disc mass will
be simply proportional to 1/t and independent of M0. Thus
two systems could have similar masses today although one
started its evolution with a much higher disc mass than the
other. Therefore the total gas mass released into the system
over time can be orders of magnitude different depending on
the initial conditions. Second, the mass loss rate decreases as
t−2, which is much faster than the t−1/2 and t−3/2 expected
for the total mass and surface density of a gaseous disc that
evolves viscously according to Equation 1 (without input
sources). This means that the amount of gas in a debris disc
can be out of equilibrium given its current gas release rate
which has been decreasing with time.
The collisional lifetime is a function of the initial
disc mass and other parameters such as the planetesimal
strength, Q?D, maximum planetesimal size, Dc, mean eccen-
tricity, e, mean inclination, I, disc mean radius, r, and width,
dr. More generally, tc is given by (Wyatt et al. 2007b)1
tc =
3.8ρr7/2(dr/r)Dc
M1/2? M
8
9G(Xc, q), (12)
in years, where ρ is the internal density of solids in kg m−3,
r and dr are units of au, Dc is in units of km, M? is in units
of M. G(Xc, q) is a factor defined by Equation 10 in Wy-
att et al. (2007b) that is a function of q (mass distribution
exponent, N(m) ∝ m−q) and Xc = Dcc/Dc, with Dcc as the
size of the smallest planetesimal that has sufficient energy to
destroy a planetesimal of size Dc. Its value depends on the
relative velocities and Q?D, and can be written as (Wyatt &
Dent 2002)
Xc = 1.3 × 10−3
(
Q?DrM
−1
?
1.25e2 + I2
)1/3
, (13)
with Q?D in units of J kg
−1. Assuming ρ = 2700 kg m−3, I = e
and Xc  1, q = 11/6, then G ≈ 6.5 × 106[Q?Dr/(M?e2)]−5/6
and tc can be written more simply as
tc = 1.4 × 10−9r13/3(dr/r)DcQ?D
5/6e−5/3M−1M−4/3? , (14)
1 Note that there is a typo in Wyatt et al. (2007b)’s equation as
it should be in years rather than Myr
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which is the same as Equation 16 in Wyatt (2008).
We use Equation 12 to calculate tc and ÛM(t) assuming an
internal density of 2700 kg cm−3, a maximum planetesimal
size Dc = 1 km, eccentricities and inclinations of 0.1, Q?D of
330 J kg−1, q = 11/6 (i.e. a size distribution with a power
law index of -3.5) and a fractional disc width of 0.5. Note
that this particular choice of parameters is arbitrary, but in
§3 we will fix these parameters to those chosen in Wyatt
et al. (2007b) to fit the infrared excess evolution at 24 and
70 µm in nearby A stars (Rieke et al. 2005; Su et al. 2006),
which are the focus of this paper. Finally, we assume a CO
mass fraction in planetesimals of 0.1, consistent with levels
inferred in Solar System comets (Mumma & Charnley 2011).
Using this set of parameters, below we study the evolution of
CO and carbon when the initial planetesimal disc mass is 300
or 30 M⊕ (tc = 2 and 20 Myr, respectively), and assuming
α = 0.1 (§2.2.1) and 10−3 (§2.2.2). This choice of masses
is arbitrary, but it helps to illustrate how important the
collisional evolution can be for the gas evolution.
2.2.1 High α
In Figure 2 we show the gas evolution for two discs start-
ing with a total mass of 300 and 30 M⊕ (10% of which is
in CO) in the high viscosity case. In the high initial mass
case (top panel), CO becomes self-shielded before carbon
reaches the critical mass since the initial mass loss rate and
CO mass input rate are very high ( ÛMCO ∼ 20 M⊕ Myr−1).
Both CO and carbon viscously spread within 0.1 Myr, with
carbon reaching larger radii, but not high enough surface
densities to shield CO at radii larger than 500 au. For this
initial mass, tc = 2 Myr, hence the evolution after a few Myr
is characterised by a declining CO mass input rate (1/t2)
which cannot support anymore the high CO surface densi-
ties reached at t = 1 Myr since the lifetime of CO at the belt
location is about 10 Myr. Therefore, the surface density of
CO starts to decline, but not as steeply as an exponential de-
cline because the more CO is photodissociated the higher the
surface density of carbon which indeed shields CO (negative
feedback). By 10 Myr the carbon surface density and CO
lifetime peak, after which CO declines steeply approaching
a new and less massive quasi equilibrium (see blue dashed
line in right panel). Carbon, on the other hand, decreases
slowly with time due to accretion. This difference in the life-
time of CO vs carbon could be observed and tested, but at
the moment there are not enough observations of carbon to
constrain its lifetime.
If the starting mass is lower (bottom panel), CO is only
slightly self-shielded given the lower CO mass input rate
( ÛMCO ∼ 0.2 M⊕ Myr−1). After 0.1 Myr, the carbon surface
density is high enough at 100 au to shield CO and thus the
surface density of CO increases until 3 Myr when it reaches
its maximum. After a few Myr the CO mass input rate starts
declining reducing both the CO and carbon surface densities
(although the total carbon mass stays almost constant as the
gas viscously spreads to larger radii).
An interesting consequence of the nature of how the
mass input rate evolves is that at 100 Myr both scenarios
have similar planetesimal disc masses (∼ 10 M⊕), and thus
also fractional luminosities ( fIR) or dust masses. However,
their gas content is not the same because it depends on the
mass loss rate integrated over time and thus there is some
memory from their previous state. For example, if we com-
pare the carbon final masses or surface densities, we find
that in the high initial mass case they are a factor 10 and 3
larger, respectively. This is because the viscous evolution is
slower than the collisional evolution as commented above.
Larger initial disc masses would increase this difference
on the gas content even more, while keeping constant the
disc mass at 100 Myr, thus unnoticeable from the amount
of dust in the system (assuming gas and dust do not inter-
act, see §5.6 for a discussion on this). On the other hand,
much lower initial masses would result in an evolution with
an almost constant ÛMCO because it traces M2, where M is
constant because the lifetime of the largest planetesimals is
longer than 100 Myr, thus analogous to the picture presented
in Figure 1a.
2.2.2 Low α
These differences in the final gas content are more extreme
if the viscosity is lower, i.e. if the viscous evolution is slower,
thus being even more sensitive to the evolutionary history
of the system. As an example, in Figure 3 we show the evo-
lution of two systems with the same initial masses as in
Figure 2, but with a lower α value. For both examples, CO
becomes shielded and stays as such beyond 100 Myr since
the viscous timescale in this case is 60 Myr at rbelt, hence
there is not enough time for the gas to viscously evolve and
accrete onto the star. Therefore, at 100 Myr the differences
in gas masses and surface densities are even larger between
the two scenarios. For example, there is an order of magni-
tude difference in the final CO and carbon masses and CO
surface density between the two scenarios. The carbon final
surface density, on the other hand, is very similar for both
scenarios, with differences only beyond 200 au.
Here we have found that not only the present mass input
rate is important, but also the input rate in the past since
this is likely to have started at a higher value. This adds
a degree of extra complexity to the results shown in Kral
et al. (2019, see their Figure 19), where it was shown that
the carbon and CO mass depend on the viscosity and CO
input rate (assumed to be constant). Moreover, the systems
simulated here are far from a quasi steady state between 10–
100 Myr, except for CO if the initial mass was low enough
for CO to be unshielded in which case its evolution would
follow the blue dashed line in Figures 2 and 3. But even
in this case, the carbon surface density and mass will be
out of equilibrium as the viscous evolution is slower than
the fast decline rate of ÛMCO. These degeneracies and non-
linearity between the model parameters, initial conditions
and subsequent evolution complicate the interpretation of
observations of gas in debris discs, especially for shielded
cases. Nevertheless, population studies can be used as a tool
to constrain some of the model parameters by comparing
observed and model distributions (see §3 below).
3 POPULATION STUDY FOR A STARS
In this section we study the gas component of a sample of A
stars through population synthesis. This approach is ideal
for degenerate problems such as the unknown initial disc
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2019)
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Figure 2. Same as Figure 1, but with a CO input rate decaying in time and high viscosity (α = 0.1). Top: initial disc mass of 300 M⊕
with a 10% CO fractional mass. Bottom: initial disc mass of 30 M⊕ with a 10% CO fractional mass. In the right panels, the black line
represents the CO mass that is still trapped in planetesimals and which decreases in time as the disc collisionally evolves. The steady
state mass represented by dashed lines now decrease with time as the CO mass input rate declines.
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Figure 3. Same as Figure 2, but with a low viscosity (α = 10−3).
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mass of a particular system, and can provide constraints on
population properties. Our population synthesis model sim-
ulates the collisional evolution of their planetesimal discs
and how the released gas would evolve in those systems.
Here we use the results from Wyatt et al. (2007b) that used
the same collisional evolution model to fit the observed dis-
tribution of disc temperatures and evolution of infrared ex-
cess (or fIR) around A stars. Wyatt et al. used the distri-
bution of observed 24 and 70 µm excess as a function of
age to constrain the initial distribution of disc radii (ap-
proximating grains by blackbody spheres) and the maxi-
mum fIR that a disc of a given age and radius can have.
The latter is determined by planetesimal intrinsic prop-
erties and level of stirring. In particular, they assume all
systems are born with a debris disc with a random black-
body radius between 3-120 au with a power-law distribution
N(r) ∝ rγ with γ = −0.8 and initial mass following a log-
normal distribution with a mean of Mmid and a standard
deviation of 1.14 dex. Because the initial fractional luminos-
ity of discs is proportional to MmidD−0.5c and the maximum
fractional luminosity to MmidtcD−0.5c , Wyatt et al. (2007b)
could constrain these products to B ≡ MmidD−0.5c = 1.3 and
A ≡ D1/2c Q?D
5/6e−5/3 = 7.4 × 104, respectively, despite the
degeneracy that exists between Q?D, e, I, Dc and Mmid.
To study the gas evolution, the main quantity we aim to
obtain from previous dust studies is the mass loss rate since
in our model it determines the gas input rate. However, the
collisional evolution model used here does not fully constrain
the total mass and mass loss rate of discs. This can be shown
using Equations 10 and 11, and the products constrained by
Wyatt et al. (2007b). We find that ÛM ∝ BMmid/A for t  tc
and AMmid/B for t  tc. This means that fixing A and B
does not fully constrain ÛM, but further assumptions need to
be made. Because the gas evolution is very sensitive to ÛM,
one could try to vary Dc or Mmid to fit gas observations, but
these parameters are degenerate with the fraction of CO in
planetesimals. For example, increasing Mmid would increase
the CO mass input rate generating larger gas masses, which
could also be achieved by increasing the fraction of CO in
planetesimals, or alternatively lowering the viscosity. Note
that in principle, under certain assumptions one can esti-
mate ÛM from the disc radius, emitting area (or fractional
luminosity) and the mass of the particles that contribute
the most to the disc’s cross sectional area (e.g. Matra` et al.
2017b, Appendix B), without making assumptions about the
large planetesimals in the disc. We discuss such an approach
in §5.7. In this section we keep Mmid fixed to a default value
and in §5.7 we show that our choice is roughly consistent
with inferred mass loss rates from the dust emission.
Here we make two subtle changes to the relations that
define A and B. First, we introduce a correction factor Γ
which is the ratio between the true disc radius over the
blackbody radius. This is necessary since the previous study
used the blackbody radius (rBB) when calculating collisional
timescales (since it is the dust temperature which is fit-
ted), which usually differs significantly from the true disc
radius being on average underestimated (Booth et al. 2013;
Pawellek et al. 2014; Pawellek & Krivov 2015). The differ-
ence is due to small grains that tend to have higher temper-
atures than blackbody spheres, therefore their distance to
the star is usually underestimated when fitting blackbody
models to SEDs (note that the model in §2.2 is based on the
true radius). Since the initial fractional luminosity is pro-
portional to r−2belt, and the maximum fractional luminosity to
r−2belt and tc (with tc ∝ r
13/3
belt ), with the introduction of Γ we
obtain
D1/2c Q?D
5/6 e−5/3 Γ7/3 = 7.4 × 104, (15)
MmidD
−1/2
c Γ
−2 = 1.3 (16)
which is the same as used in Kains et al. (2011).
Second, the planetesimal strength can be parametrized
as a function of planetesimal size, with Q?D ∝ D
bg
c for plan-
etesimal sizes above a few hundred meters (gravity dom-
inated). For example, for compact planetesimals with sizes
larger than a few hundred meters, simulations by Benz & As-
phaug (1999) show Q?D = 330D
1.36
c . We will take this value as
reference, although Q?D could be significantly lower if plan-
etesimals are made of aggregates (see Krivov et al. 2018, and
references therein). This change assumes however that the
collisional evolution can still be approximated by q = 11/6
and Equation 10 where tc is the lifetime of the largest body.
With these changes and a fixed value of Γ, the gen-
eral evolution of fractional luminosities is left with only one
degree of freedom, e.g. fixing e or Mmid leaves completely
constrained the rest of the parameters. For Γ = 1 and as-
suming e = 0.05, we have the canonical values Dc = 4.7 km,
Q?D = 2700 J kg
−1, and Mmid=2.8 M⊕, which are equivalent
to the ones used in Wyatt et al. (2007b). For an arbitrary
value of Γ and e we have for A stars
Mmid = 1.7
( e
0.01
)0.5 ( Γ
1.7
)1.2
M⊕, (17)
Dc = 0.2
(
Mmid
1.7
)2 (
Γ
1.7
)−4
km. (18)
Here, we assume Γ = 1.7 which is in the middle of the
observed range for A stars (1–2.5, Matra` et al. 2018b),
and adopt the following values as standard: Dc = 0.02 km,
Q?D = 1.6 J kg
−1, and Mmid=0.5 M⊕ and e=0.001. Note that
there are strong degeneracies between these parameters, and
thus these cannot be interpreted physically. The values used
here are chosen such that the mass loss rate in the discs that
we model are roughly consistent with the mass loss rate in-
ferred from their fractional luminosity (see §5.7).
We now proceed with these parameters and generate a
random sample of 8,000 A stars. The mass of each star is ran-
domly chosen between 1.7 and 3.4 M and its correspond-
ing luminosity estimated using the mass-luminosity relation.
The total disc mass is drawn from a log-normal distribution
centred at Mmid and with a standard deviation of 1.14 dex
as in Wyatt et al. (2007b). The planetesimal strength, mean
eccentricity and maximum size are set to the values defined
above, and we assume a CO mass fraction of 0.1. The disc
radii are drawn following a power law distribution of expo-
nent -0.8 and with a minimum and maximum radius of 5.1
to 204 au, consistent with Wyatt et al. (2007b) when Γ is set
to a value of 1.7. Finally, we assume exocometary gas release
starts at an age of 3 Myr (i.e. shortly after protoplanetary
disc dispersal) and we evolve systems up to a random age
between 3 and 100 Myr to get an age spread and we keep
the value of α fixed to 0.1 (§3.1) or 0.001 (§3.2).
In the following sections 3.1 and 3.2, we compare the
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2019)
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Figure 4. Distribution of the initial disc mass M0, final CO mass
MCO and final surface density of CO and carbon. The contours
represent regions that enclose the 68%, 95% and 99.7% of the
distribution of the filtered population. The grey lines represent
the critical surface density over which CO and carbon can shield
CO from UV photons. All variables are in units of M⊕ or M⊕ au−2.
The marginalised distributions in the top panels are shown at an
arbitrary scale for display purposes.
model distributions of CO and carbon masses to observa-
tions of a sample of A stars. To do so, it is important to
first consider biases of any selected sample. We choose to
compare our results with the complete sample of A stars
within 150 pc that have been targeted by ALMA, and that
meet the following criteria (Moo´r et al. 2017, the most com-
plete study of gas around A stars with debris discs): i) disc
fractional luminosity between 5×10−4 and 10−2; ii) dust tem-
perature below 140 K; iii) detection at ≥ 70 µm with Spitzer
or Herschel; and iv) age between 10 and 50 Myr. We apply
the same filtering process to our synthesised sample to do
a fair comparison between model and observations. In this
way both observed and model samples have the same biases.
In the following sections we present both whole and filtered
model populations, representing them with small dots and
blue contours, respectively2.
3.1 High α
In Figure 4 we present the distribution of the initial disc
mass (M0), final CO mass contained within 500 au (at a
random age between 3–100 Myr), and the final surface den-
sity of CO and carbon at the belt location, that result from
our simulations. We overlay in blue contours the distribu-
tion of systems that would have been selected by Moo´r et al.
2 To increase the number of points of this filtered sample we
simulated 8,000 extra systems with the same initial random dis-
tribution, but that passed the Moo´r et al. selection criteria.
(2017). We find that the distributions of some parameters
are highly correlated as expected. First, the more massive
the initial disc mass is, the higher the amount of CO and
carbon gas that will be present at a later epoch. For initial
disc masses higher than ∼ 10 M⊕, the CO mass distribution
of the filtered sample extends to much higher values as CO
becomes shielded. This is also true for the full population,
but it is harder to see due to the age and radius spread which
means that small warm discs with low initial masses can also
reach shielded states for a short period. On the other hand,
the surface density of carbon never reaches values as high
as CO because the more carbon there is, the more CO is
shielded and thus the lower carbon production rate.
The top panel of the second column shows the distribu-
tion of CO. While the bulk of the population is unshielded,
the distribution has a tail extending to larger masses, with a
small fraction (2%) having CO masses between 10−4 − 1 M⊕
(the typical CO masses derived for shielded discs, Moo´r et al.
2017) or carbon surface densities at the belt location above
the critical value to shield CO (4%). We find that apply-
ing the same selection mentioned above filters 99% of sys-
tems. Of the remaining 1%, 33% have CO masses higher
than 10−4 M⊕ displaying a bimodal distribution, and 49%
have carbon surface densities above the critical value. These
numbers are both consistent with the number of A stars that
meet the selection criteria (17 of ∼ 8, 000 main sequence A
stars within 150 pc) and with the statistics for shielded discs
(i.e. 9/17 systems with CO masses & 10−4−1 M⊕, Bovy 2017;
Moo´r et al. 2017).
As expected, discs with large CO masses all have carbon
surface densities above which shielding by carbon becomes
important (grey lines). Note that there are no discs that
are self-shielded but with carbon surface densities below the
critical value. The reason for this can be understood by as-
suming quasi-steady state. Consider a disc with a constant
input rate ÛMCO. The minimum CO mass input rate such that
CO is self-shielded is ΣCO,cpir2belt/Tph (assuming CO does not
viscously spread and ∆rbelt/rbelt = 0.5), while the minimum to
reach carbon shielding is 7ΣC,cpiν0rbelt (where ν = ν0r, Met-
zger et al. 2012). By equating these two expressions, we find
that shielding by carbon will be more important in debris
discs larger than
rc = 7 Tphν0
ΣC,c
ΣCO,c
, (19)
which evaluated for α = 0.1 gives 3 au (lower than the 5 au
minimum disc radius considered here). Therefore, it is very
unlikely to observe a disc in the bottom right corner of the
intersection between the grey lines, i.e. only self-shielded.
Lower viscosities will make rc even lower. A caveat in this
estimate is that for mass input rates much higher than the
minimum to become shielded, at early times CO might be-
come self-shielded before becoming shielded by carbon as
shown in Figure 2.
In order to understand what is the dependence of the
CO mass with the age, belt radius and fractional luminosity
of a system, Figure 5 shows the scatter of these parame-
ters for each simulated system and their distribution in blue
when applying the selection criteria commented above. As a
comparison, the red circles and triangles represent the CO
detections and upper limits around A stars that meet the se-
lection criteria (Moo´r et al. 2017; Kral et al. 2017; Kennedy
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Figure 5. Population synthesis for A stars with α = 10−1. Top:
CO gas mass (MCO) in M⊕ vs age. Middle: CO gas mass vs radius.
Bottom: CO gas mass vs disc fractional luminosity. Each point
corresponds to a different simulation. The contours represent re-
gions that enclose the 68%, 95% and 99.7% of the distribution
of the filtered population. The red circles and triangles represent
the CO detections and upper limits around A stars that meet the
same selection criteria as the filtered population.
et al. 2018; Booth et al. 2019; Hales et al. 2019, see Table
A1). For the non-detections around HD 98363, HD 109832,
HD 143675 and HD 145880 we use the non-LTE tool from
Matra` et al. (2018a) to compute CO mass upper limits, as-
suming kinetic temperatures of 150 K and a radial distance
of 1.7 their dust blackbody temperatures (their belts have
not been resolved). The top panel shows MCO vs age. This
distribution reveals how the fraction of systems with large
CO gas masses decreases with time and by 50 Myr less than
1% of the whole population remain with CO masses higher
than 10−5 M⊕. The timescale at which shielded discs dis-
appear is related to how fast gas viscously evolves, thus a
smaller viscosity would result in long-lasting shielded discs
as discussed in §2.2.2. Note that the distribution of red dots
is consistent with the blue density map, and we do not expect
CO masses lower than 10−7 M⊕, which depending on line
excitation conditions is at the limit of typical deep ALMA
observations (e.g. Marino et al. 2016; Matra` et al. 2017b),
but below the sensitivity of shallow CO surveys (e.g. Moo´r
et al. 2017; Kral et al. 2017). Hence given the above selec-
tion cuts, the distribution of CO gas masses inferred from
observations is consistent with our model. It is also worth
mentioning that the CO mass estimates shown here have
uncertainties that typically are an order of magnitude wide.
The middle panel of Figure 5 shows the distribution of
MCO vs rbelt. We find that the bimodal distribution of MCO
discussed above is present across the whole distribution of
rbelt, and can be split into three populations, two with low
CO masses and one with shielded and massive CO discs.
For those systems that are unshielded, CO mass seems to
increase with radius up to rbelt ∼ 50 au after which the me-
dian CO mass decreases with radius. This is expected given
that the CO mass in the unshielded case is simply propor-
tional to the mass loss rate, which for t  tc is proportional
to tc ∝ r13/3 (Equation 14), whereas for t  tc is proportional
to 1/tc ∝ r−13/3. The transition happens where tc ∼ 50 Myr
(mean system age), which using Mmid we find this should
happen at rbelt ∼ 56 au. The larger dispersion for discs with
a large radius is due to the mass input rate being propor-
tional to M20 (for t  tc) which has a large dispersion. The
third population is composed of shielded discs that exists
predominantly in young systems with a high initial mass
and with a large disc radius. We find that the distribution of
observed discs matches reasonably well the expected distri-
bution, with the exception of HD 121191, whose belt has not
been resolved with enough sensitivity (we used 1.7 times its
blackbody radius, which could be easily an underestimate,
Moo´r et al. 2017), thus it could be significantly larger than
the value used here.
The bottom panel of Figure 5 shows the distribution of
MCO vs fractional luminosity ( fIR). The fractional luminos-
ity is calculated using Equations 14 and 15 in Wyatt (2008),
but using the blackbody radius instead of the true radius.
For fIR . 10−4 we find that MCO is roughly proportional
to f 2IR, a result that is expected since the CO release rate
and mass loss rate in a belt is proportional to the square of
the mass or f 2IR. On the other hand, for larger fIR the CO
masses grow steeply with fractional luminosity since CO is
shielded in these systems. Overall, the observed distribution
(red dots) is consistent with the filtered model population
(blue contours) given the typical uncertainties in gas masses
(∼ 1 dex). The big exception is HR 4796. The CO mass upper
limit for this system is below the blue 3σ confidence region
by orders of magnitude. This disc has one of the highest frac-
tional luminosities and is very narrow, hence the CO release
rate should be high. Kennedy et al. (2018) concluded that
the planetesimals must have a CO+CO2 ice mass fraction
below 2%. This is discussed further in §5.1.1.
Finally, in the top panel of Figure 6 we compare the car-
bon and CO masses of our models (contained within 500 au)
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2019)
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Figure 6. Population synthesis model for the carbon and CO
masses around A stars assuming a high viscosity (α = 0.1). Top:
The carbon model mass represents all mass within 500 au. Bot-
tom: The carbon model mass is calculated as ΣC,rbeltpir
2
belt. Each
point corresponds to a different simulation. The contours repre-
sent regions that enclose the 68%, 95% and 99.7% of the distri-
bution of the filtered population. As a comparison, the red circles
represent the CO and carbon detections around A stars that meet
the same selection criteria as the filtered population.
with the estimated CO and neutral carbon mass in four discs
(β Pic, 49 Ceti, HD 131835, HD32297, Higuchi et al. 2017,
2019; Cataldi et al. 2018; Kral et al. 2019; Cataldi et al.
2019). Overall we find that the observed carbon masses are
lower than predicted by our model. This has been high-
lighted recently by Cataldi et al. (2018, 2019) and used to
argue in favour of a scenario in which gas was released only
recently in the β Pic and HD 32297 systems. This compari-
son is difficult since most of the carbon mass resides at large
radii where typically ALMA observations are less sensitive
(due to the primary beam and low surface densities). This
is why we report gas masses as the total masses contained
within 500 au, as a proxy for the observable mass. Note that
this affects more the carbon mass than the CO mass, since
carbon is always distributed up to larger radii. In steady
state we expect the total carbon mass to be proportional
to r1/2max for rmax > rbelt (Equation 9), so the observable mass
could vary by a factor of a few if we used a different defini-
tion. This together with the low number statistics, unknown
ionisation fraction (see 5.1.2) and uncertain excitation con-
ditions for the observed lines, hinders any strong conclusions
on the model success at reproducing observations. If the car-
bon mass was indeed lower than predicted by our model, this
could be due to a higher viscosity, however this would lower
the CO mass of shielded discs in our model (lower shield-
ing and shorter viscous timescale) making it inconsistent
with observations. Alternatively we can estimate an observ-
able carbon mass as the product between the carbon surface
density at the belt location times the area of the belt, i.e.
ΣC,rbeltpir
2
belt (for a fractional width of 0.5). This is shown
in the bottom panel of Figure 6. Using this definition for
carbon mass, we find a better agreement with observations.
This illustrates that simple comparisons between model and
observations are difficult. We identify the gas surface den-
sity at the belt location as a better quantity to test shielding
models, since it is the vertical column densities of carbon and
CO that set the CO photodissociation timescale in this con-
text. Note that estimating the neutral carbon surface density
from current observations is very difficult since the observed
systems were edge-on (β Pic and HD32297) or marginally
resolved (HD 131835). Moreover, the observed single car-
bon line in some of these systems is close to being optically
thick and degenerate with excitation conditions, hindering
determining the total carbon mass present (49 Ceti).
3.2 Low α
Using the same collisional evolution model as in the previ-
ous section, we use a lower α = 10−3 and make predictions
for the mass of CO and carbon for a population of systems
around A stars. Figure 7 shows the results for the CO mass
as a function of age (top), rbelt (middle), and fIR (bottom).
We find a stronger bimodal distribution compared to the
results with a high α. A larger fraction of systems become
shielded and stay almost constant in time because the vis-
cous evolution timescale for these discs is 100 times longer.
Moreover, the CO masses of shielded discs are much higher
because accretion is slower, and inconsistent with the obser-
vations (compare the blue contours with the red markers).
In fact, even discs with low fractional luminosities which
would have been undetectable with Spitzer or Herschel have
high levels of shielded CO which hints at their high ini-
tial masses and fast collisional evolution. Because viscosity
is low, CO gas takes much longer to disappear compared
to solids. Therefore, the model in this paper disfavours low
viscosities. Nevertheless, unbiased searches for CO have not
been done around nearby A stars, thus we cannot rule out
the presence of massive gas discs around stars without de-
tectable debris discs.
Because the solid mass loss rate and thus the CO mass
input rate are not fully constrained by the collisional evolu-
tion model used here, it might still be possible to fine tune
parameters such that with a low viscosity the predicted CO
masses are lower. We showed above that the mass input rate
of the population is proportional to Mmid or D0.5c (and con-
stants), so in order to reduce the mass input rate by a factor
of 100 to counteract the 100 times lower viscosity, we would
need to reduce Dc by a factor of 104, and thus also decrease
Mmid by a factor 100 and increase Q?D by a factor 250. Such
a large strength for such small bodies is unrealistic (Benz
& Asphaug 1999), thus we conclude that α values as low as
10−3 are unlikely to explain the observed properties of gas in
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Figure 7. Population synthesis for A stars with α = 10−3. Top:
CO gas mass (MCO) in M⊕ vs age. Middle: CO gas mass vs radius.
Bottom: CO gas mass vs disc fractional luminosity. Each point
corresponds to a different simulation. The contours represent re-
gions that enclose the 68%, 95% and 99.7% of the distribution
of the filtered population. The red circles and triangles represent
the CO detections and upper limits around A stars that meet the
same selection criteria as the filtered population.
high fractional luminosity discs. Moreover, high gas masses
are only found in systems younger than 50 Myr (Greaves
et al. 2016), thus favouring a viscous timescale shorter than
50 Myr at the belt location.
Another source of degeneracy is the assumed CO frac-
tion in planetesimals. A lower CO abundance would lower
the input rate of CO, which combined with a low viscosity
could still fit the observed distribution of CO masses. This is
not explored in this paper, but in §5.2.1 we discuss avenues
to break these degeneracies using independent observations.
4 SOLAR-TYPE STARS
Exocometary gas is not only found around A stars, but also
around lower mass stars, from F to M (Marino et al. 2016,
2017; Lieman-Sifry et al. 2016; Matra` et al. 2019), however
high CO mass discs are only found around A stars so far.
This could be due to A stars being born with more massive
discs on average, which was hinted by Matra` et al. (2019)
based on a higher fractional luminosity in the more luminous
stars that have been observed with ALMA. Here we aim to
show that shielded discs are unlikely to be found around
FGK stars simply because their planetesimal belts are born
less massive than their A stars counterpart (or equivalently
have a lower ÛM).
We take the same approach as for A stars, and we sim-
ulate a population of FGK stars following the results by
Sibthorpe et al. (2018) that used both Spitzer and Herschel
FIR photometry of 275 FGK stars to fit a collisional evo-
lution model, similar to Wyatt et al. (2007b). That study
found best-fit parameters A = 5.5 × 105, B = 0.1 and
γ = −1.7. We assume the same planetesimal strength re-
lation as before, eccentricities of 0.001 and Γ = 3.1 (the av-
erage true to blackbody radius ratio for FGK stars resolved
by ALMA, Matra` et al. 2018b). Fixing these parameters we
have Dc = 0.03 km and Mmid = 0.16 M⊕ (vs 0.02 km and
0.5 M⊕ for A stars), i.e. discs around FGK stars are born on
average with a lower mass and lower fractional luminosities.
We can anticipate that FGK stars will have lower mass CO
discs, and for the same α value used here (0.1) viscosities
will be slightly lower (a factor ∼ 2) due to the different stel-
lar masses and luminosities. We simulate then 8,000 FGK
stars with stellar masses between 0.56 and 1.6 M, black-
body radius between 1 and 1000 au (i.e. real radius between
3.1 to 3100 au) and ages between 3 and 100 Myr. Note that
this large upper limit on the disc radius beyond 500 au is
unrealistic given the observed population of debris and pro-
toplanetary discs. Moreover, temperatures beyond 500 au
might be below the CO sublimation temperature and thus
CO would not be released. We keep this large upper limit
because if not there is no guarantee that the model distribu-
tion would still fit the distribution of fractional luminosities
of FGK stars. Nevertheless, because of the low value of γ
only a very small fraction of simulated systems have radii
larger than 500 au. Therefore, this unrealistic choice of up-
per boundary in the radius distribution does not affect our
conclusions.
Similar to the previous figures, we present in Figure 8
the distribution of CO masses vs age, belt radius, and frac-
tional luminosity. We find that overall the CO masses of the
population are much lower, even after applying the same se-
lection cuts as for A stars (blue contours, 2% of the whole
population). This is because for a fixed fractional luminosity,
the gas release rate is higher for more luminous stars (Ma-
tra` et al. 2019). We find that only 1% of the whole fraction
has CO masses above 10−4 M⊕, most of which are young
systems with small discs. This fraction only grows to 4% for
the filtered population. When we look instead at the carbon
surface density at the belt location, we find that only 3% is
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Figure 8. Population synthesis for FGK stars with α = 10−1.
Top: CO gas mass (MCO) in M⊕ vs age. Middle: CO gas mass
vs radius. Bottom: CO gas mass vs disc fractional luminosity.
Each point corresponds to a different simulation. The contours
represent regions that enclose the 68%, 95% and 99.7% of the
distribution of the filtered population. The red circles and trian-
gles represent the CO detections and upper limits around FGK
stars that meet the same selection criteria as the filtered popula-
tion.
above the critical value to shield CO, and this number in-
creases only to 11% in the filtered population. Note that the
filtered population is consistent with observations of FGK
stars with bright debris discs represented by red circles and
triangles (see Table A2). Our model then explains why we
do not find hybrid/shielded discs around FGK stars as they
are not as common given the collisional evolution models
that fit their infrared excesses.
5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Caveats
In this section we discuss some of the assumptions made
in our modelling, when these are justified and how replacing
these by more complex models could have an impact on some
of our conclusions.
5.1.1 Other volatiles
In this paper, we have focused on the release of CO only.
Other volatiles that are abundant in Solar System comets
such as H2O, CO2, CH4, HCN, CN, C2H6, NH3, H2S, etc.
could also be released in collisions that expose the interior
of planetesimals. This will only happen if temperatures are
high enough for thermal desorption (before or after colli-
sions) or if there is a strong UV radiation so photodesorption
is effective (Grigorieva et al. 2007). Assuming planetesimals
at large radii are similar in composition to Solar System
comets, we expect that only water and CO2 to be as abun-
dant or more than CO so their effect could be important
in the model presented here. We expect that water thermal
desorption will only be important interior to 10–20 au where
blackbody temperatures are higher than 150 K around A
stars, although photodesorption could act instead as the re-
lease mechanism at large radii. This could mean that the
total amount of gas is higher by a factor of a few, but this
would not affect the evolution of CO and carbon since the
viscous evolution equations are scale independent for the
mass and these molecules cannot act as shielding agents be-
cause they photodissociate at (UV) wavelengths longer than
CO photodissociates and C ionises. The only noticeable ef-
fect on the gas would be that the oxygen to carbon ratio in
the disc would be higher, which was used as an argument in
Kral et al. (2016) to infer that water is also being released
around β Pic, although not detected (Cavallius et al. 2019).
On the other hand, including CO2 would be equivalent to
increasing the fraction of CO in planetesimals, since CO2 is
photodissociated into CO and oxygen in a timescale shorter
than CO. Even if neutral carbon is present, it cannot shield
CO2 by more than a factor 0.33 (Rollins & Rawlings 2012),
thus whether the CO in the model was released directly from
collisions or is a result of CO2 photodissociation has little
effect. The only effect would be that the oxygen to carbon
ratio in the disc would be higher, and even more if water is
released too. A potential noticeable effect of including other
volatile species could be that the higher gas density could
increase the gas drag on the dust (see discussion in § 5.6).
One effect that could be important and neglected here,
is that if temperatures of the largest planetesimals are higher
than the water sublimation temperature, volatiles might not
remain trapped in the interiors and planetesimals could de-
volatise on short timescales compared to their collisional life-
time. Therefore, any conclusion on the evolution of gas in
discs within 20 au must be taken with caution since gas re-
leased might not be controlled by collisional processes (e.g.
Marino et al. 2017).
Moreover, in this paper we have assumed a constant CO
abundance in planetesimals. This could not be the case since
we expect that the CO abundances will depend both on the
CO abundance in their progenitors protoplanetary discs, but
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also on the disc temperature where planetesimals formed. If
midplane temperatures at formation were close or higher
than ∼ 20 K (CO freeze out temperature), then planetesi-
mals might lack CO. The best example for this possibility
is HR 4796, which given that it is an A0 star and its belt
is at only 79 au, it could well be that its planetesimals were
formed within the CO snowline and thus poor in CO. In fact,
HR 4796 is the system with the highest predicted midplane
temperature at the belt location (see snowline locations in
Figure 1 in Matra` et al. 2018b), or smallest radius compared
to the CO snowline given its central star. Computing the ef-
fect of this temperature dependence on the CO abundance in
planetesimals is difficult since it would involve knowledge of
the temperatures in the parent protoplanetary disc. In addi-
tion, even if planetesimals were CO poor, they could contain
large fractions of CO2 which has a higher freeze out temper-
ature. Therefore CO2, which photodissociates very quickly
and cannot be fully shielded by carbon, could be released
producing large quantities of CO gas.
5.1.2 Carbon ionisation fraction
Here we discuss the effect of carbon ionisation on the results
presented in this paper. This can be important since it is
the carbon ionization continuum that can shield CO and
explain the observed massive CO discs around A stars. In
our model we neglect the presence of ionized carbon, or in
other words we assume that the ionisation fraction of carbon
is much lower than 1 (i.e. . 0.3). While carbon ionisation
can be significant (e.g. in discs with low CO masses like β Pic
C0/C∼ 0.015–0.2, Cataldi et al. 2014, 2018), it has only been
constrained by observations in one shielded disc (lower than
0.4 in HD 131835, Kral et al. 2019). Here we aim to show
that the ionization fraction is lower than 0.3 for shielded
discs, i.e. for discs with a carbon surface density higher than
its critical surface density of 10−7 M⊕ au−2.
We calculate the ionisation fraction of carbon using
Equation 15 in Kral et al. (2017), taking into account the
stellar and interstellar radiation field (Draine 1978; van
Dishoeck et al. 2006) and assuming an optically thin medium
(worst case scenario). In Figure 9 we present the ionisation
fraction as a function of radius and carbon surface density
for an A9V (top) and A0V star (bottom). The grey dashed
horizontal line represents the critical surface density of neu-
tral carbon for shielding and the continuous white contour
represents a ionization fraction of 0.3. Overlaid in white dot-
ted lines we plot the surface density expected for carbon
in steady state (Metzger et al. 2012) if it is being input at
100 au at a rate of 10−1 and 10−3 M⊕ Myr−1 and with α = 0.1.
We find that the ionization fraction is always lower than 0.3
when densities are higher than the carbon critical density.
Only within 3 au for the A0V star, the ionisation fraction
is higher than 0.3 for surface densities above the critical
value for shielding. Therefore we conclude that for our 1D
model neglecting carbon ionisation is a valid assumption for
shielded discs.
For low mass gaseous discs, the ionisation fraction can
be close to one, specially for discs around early A type stars,
although the ionisation fractions are likely lower when taking
into account the optical depth in the UV. This high ionisa-
tion fraction has little effect on the lifetime of CO since it
would be vertically unshielded even if all carbon were neu-
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Figure 9. Carbon ionisation fraction as a function of radius and
surface density around an A9V (top) and A0V star (bottom).
The horizontal grey dashed line represents the critical density at
which neutral carbon starts shielding CO. The white continuous
line represents the 0.3 ionization level. The white dotted lines rep-
resent the expected surface density for a disc with a high viscosity
(α = 0.1) where carbon is being input at 100 au at a rate of 10−1
and 10−3 M⊕ Myr−1.
tral. Therefore, the evolution of these discs is not dependant
on the level of ionisation. Note however that for those discs,
the mass of neutral carbon that our model predicts could be
overestimated.
A caveat in this calculation is that we are computing
the ionisation fraction in the disc midplane, while the carbon
atoms that could shield CO must lie in upper layers. Further
work in 2D including the vertical dimension are necessary to
estimate more precisely the ionisation fraction of carbon in
the upper layers, as well as the vertically dependent UV ra-
diation impinging the CO molecules (e.g. Kral et al. 2019).
Moreover, here we only considered the photospheric emis-
sion, while these stars can have significant additional chro-
mospheric emission in the UV (Matra` et al. 2018a). These
considerations require of detailed modelling of the stellar
emission and are beyond the scope of this paper.
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5.1.3 CO photodissociation including stellar UV
Throughout this paper we have assumed that the photodis-
sociation of CO is controlled purely by UV radiation imping-
ing CO molecules in the vertical direction. This is only valid
when the stellar UV flux is lower than the ISRF (e.g. for gas
at 100 au around stars with luminosities below ∼ 20 L) or
if CO is shielded in the radial direction by carbon. We are
interested in the second case since this could be common
among massive discs independently of the stellar type. In
order to check this we first compare the radial column den-
sity of neutral carbon in the radial (towards the star) and
vertical direction (from the midplane), assuming the follow-
ing: i) a disc surface density corresponding to an accretion
disc with an input source at a belt radius of 100 au (Met-
zger et al. 2012); ii) a disc inner edge at R? (2.1R), 1 au
and 50 au; iii) a surface density at 100 au equal to the car-
bon critical surface density (10−7 M⊕ au−2); iv) a disc scale
height of 0.05r. Figure 10 shows these column densities as a
function of radius. We find that the radial component is al-
ways orders of magnitude larger than the vertical one, even
when using a disc inner edge of 50 au.
Then, in the case of a disc extending inwards until reach-
ing the stellar surface, we calculate the CO photodissocia-
tion rate (Matra` et al. 2018a) around a A0 star considering
shielding by carbon only. In the bottom panel of Figure 10,
we compare the photodissociation timescale of four differ-
ent cases or assumptions: ISRF only and no shielding; the
ISRF plus the stellar radiation and no shielding; the ISRF
only and vertical shielding (as in this paper); and the ISRF
and stellar radiation and both vertical and radial shielding.
We find that as expected, when neglecting carbon shielding
(orange line), the photodissociation timescale is much lower
than 120 yr. However, when considering carbon shielding
(red and green lines) the photodissociation timescale is pri-
marily set by the ISRF and vertical shielding. In fact, includ-
ing the stellar contribution and the carbon shielding along
the radial direction does not change significantly the CO
photodissociation rate. We find this is true at 100 au even
for low neutral carbon surface densities of 3×10−12 M⊕ au−2,
i.e. for all discs in the filtered model population and most of
the discs that we model (see bottom right corner in Figure
4). Therefore we conclude that for the filtered population
it is safe to neglect the stellar UV contribution to the CO
photodissociation.
5.2 Breaking degeneracies
5.2.1 Measuring α
As commented in §3.2, in our population synthesis model
a degeneracy exists between the kinematic viscosity (or α)
and the fraction of CO in planetesimals. A potential way
to break this is by estimating the level of turbulence in the
disc through line observations and thus constraining α in-
dependently. Generally speaking, the local line width of an
emission line in velocity units (without taking into account
Doppler shifts due to Keplerian rotation) is
∆vline =
√
2kBT/(µmp) + v2turb, (20)
where T is the gas temperature, µ the mean molecular
weight, mp the proton mass, and vturb is the turbulent
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Figure 10. Top: Column density of carbon in the radial (towards
the star) and vertical (from the midplane, red line) directions.
The radial component is shown for three different cases in which
the disc inner edge is at the stellar surface (2.1R), 1 au and
50 au (blue, orange and green lines). The horizontal dashed black
line represents the critical column density of carbon above which
which it can effectively shield the CO. Bottom: CO photodisso-
ciation timescale assuming a carbon disc extending down to the
stellar surface and calculated in four different scenarios: radiation
dominated by the ISRF and neglecting shielding (blue), radia-
tion dominated by the ISRF and considering shielding (green),
radiation from the ISRF and an A0 star and neglecting shielding
(orange line), and radiation from the ISRF and an A0 star and
considering shielding (red dashed line).
linewidth3. The turbulent line width can be approximated
by
√
αcs, thus obtaining ∆vline = cs
√
2 + α, where cs is the
sound speed. Therefore, if we can constrain cs from the
disc scale height or temperature (e.g. through line excita-
tion temperature, line brightness from optically thick emis-
sion or dust observations), then α could be constrained in-
dependently from our population synthesis model, allowing
to constrain the fraction of CO in planetesimals. This idea is
not new, and multiple studies exist in protoplanetary discs
3 Note that ∆vline is defined as σline/
√
2, with σline being the stan-
dard deviation of the line profile
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trying to constrain α through line observations (e.g. Hughes
et al. 2011). The difference here is that a larger α value com-
pared to protoplanetary discs should be easier to observe
and the vertical dependence of the temperature should be
weaker since these discs are optically thin.
In order to constrain α to values near 0.1, it would
be necessary to constrain the line FWHM with a precision
below 1%, which is achievable with high S/N observations
that can resolve the line intrinsic widths. The precision or
fractional uncertainty on the line FWHM can be written as
(Lenz & Ayres 1992)
σFWHM
FWHM
= 1.4
√
∆v
FWHM
1
(S/N)0
, (21)
where ∆v is the spectral resolution and (S/N)0 is the S/N
at the line peak. Since the peak S/N typically scales as the
square root of the spectral resolution for well resolved lines,
it can be shown that the expression above is equivalent to
σFHM
FWHM
=
0.24
(S/N), (22)
where S/N is the integrated line signal-to-noise. This form
shows that as long as the line is well resolved, the precision
to measure the linewidth does not depend on the spectral
resolution, but only on the integrated line S/N (which does
not depend on ∆v for ALMA observations). The above ex-
pression then implies that in order to constrain the linewidth
with a precision of 0.2%, it is necessary to achieve an inte-
grated line S/N greater than 100. Although such high S/N
might be difficult to achieve over a single beam, azimuthal
averaging with Keplerian masking can be employed (e.g. Ma-
tra` et al. 2017b; Teague et al. 2018) and thus obtaining high
precision measurements of the intrinsic linewidth and con-
straints on α.
5.2.2 Measuring the CO fraction in planetesimals
The degeneracies between α and fraction of CO in plan-
etesimals ( fCO) could also be broken by estimating fCO in
unshielded discs. Because the CO mass in those discs only
depends on the photodissociation timescale (tph) and the
product between the mass loss rate and fCO, i.e. MCO =
tph fCO ÛMCO, by estimating the UV field at the CO location
and mass loss rate from the disc fractional luminosity it is
possible to derive fCO as shown by Marino et al. (2016) and
Matra` et al. (2017b). The main obstacle for determining fCO
with this method are the uncertainties on the CO masses due
to NLTE effects. Observations of multiple transitions could
help improve these mass estimates (Matra` et al. 2017a).
5.3 Resolved observations of atomic carbon
An important test of the model presented here and previous
viscous evolution modelling is to check whether the atomic
gas is more spread than CO and planetesimal belts, with a
surface density characteristic of an accretion disc and thus
decreasing with radius. So far, the four resolved observations
of atomic carbon have not found that, but rather inner cav-
ities in the neutral carbon distribution (Kral et al. 2019;
Cataldi et al. 2018, 2019; Higuchi et al. 2019). This could be
due to low viscosities, but that would contradict our findings
that high viscosities are preferred. Alternatively, it could be
that carbon is significantly ionised within a few tens of au,
although even the ionised carbon in β Pic was found to have
a large inner cavity (Cataldi et al. 2014). Thus, it might be
that something is preventing carbon from spreading inwards.
As commented before, around A stars carbon can become
unbound due to radiation pressure, but we expect both self-
shielding and collisions with bound oxygen atoms to prevent
this. If radiation pressure was stronger than previously esti-
mated though (e.g. Kral et al. 2017), this could explain the
gas cavities observed so far. In fact, there is already evidence
that the stellar UV flux where most of the stellar absorp-
tion occurs could be underestimated around these young A
stars (e.g. Deleuil et al. 2001; Bouret et al. 2002). Matra`
et al. (2018a) compared observed and photospheric model
UV spectra for β Pic finding it was underestimated by or-
ders of magnitude. If both carbon and oxygen are loosely
bound, then this could explain why carbon is not forming
an accretion disc.
A counter argument for this possibility is that if carbon
and oxygen were not spreading inwards due to radiation
pressure and instead accumulating near the planetesimal
belt, then the carbon surface densities should be even higher,
which is inconsistent with the observed carbon masses and
analysis presented here. Only if radiation pressure can re-
move carbon from the system or at least beyond the plan-
etesimal belt this could solve this apparent inconsistency.
Alternatively, the gas distribution could still have large cav-
ities if the gas was released recently in a giant collision, as
suggested by Dent et al. (2014) and Cataldi et al. (2018,
2019), or the disc was stirred only recently (in less than a
viscous timescale) and thus gas release has only been in place
for a small fraction of the ages of these systems. This how-
ever raises even more questions regarding the frequency of
these events since we would also expect to observe systems
where gas has viscously spread filling the cavities with gas.
5.4 Interaction with planets
The gas evolution modelled here does not take into account
any possible interaction with planets. These planets might
be massive and thus significantly affect the gas distribution
and evolution, or small enough such that any exocometary
accreted gas could dramatically change the mass and com-
position of their atmospheres. Because the accretion of gas
onto low mass planets requires detailed modelling, we leave
this topic for future work. Here we focus on the effects that
massive planets could have on the gas distribution, which
can be studied using simple relations. For a more detailed
discussion on planet disc interactions see Kral et al. submit-
ted.
Similarly to the study of planet disc interactions in pro-
toplanetary discs, there is a critical planet mass above which
a planet could create a deep gap in the gas distribution
around its orbit and affect the gas transport processes in
the system (e.g. Crida et al. 2006). Such a planet can re-
duce the gas flow from the planetesimal belt (exterior to the
planet’s orbit) into the inner regions of the system, creating
a cavity (Lubow et al. 1999; Lubow & D’Angelo 2006). This
scenario is of particular interest here as it could solve the
tension between the few carbon observations that show cav-
ities and the viscous evolution models of exocometary gas
in the literature (as suggested by Cataldi et al. 2019). Thus,
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the question is how massive must a planet be to reduce the
gas flow. Both analytic and numerical studies have shown
that the accretion rate onto the star can be a factor 4–10
times lower than the accretion rate outside of the orbit of
the planet for planet-to-star mass ratios of 5 × 10−5 − 10−3
(Lubow & D’Angelo 2006). In this case, most of the gas flow-
ing through the planet’s orbit will be accreted by the planet.
One of the basic requirements to create such gaps and affect
the radial flow is that the Planet’s Hill radius must be larger
than the disc scale height. Defining the vertical aspect ratio
of the gas disc as h = H/r, where H is the scale height of the
gaseous disc, we find that in order to explain the observed
cavities planets must be more massive than
Mp > 50
(
h
0.03
)3 ( M?
2 M
)
M⊕ . (23)
This minimum planet mass is thus very sensitive to the disc
scale height. Assuming blackbody temperatures for the gas
and a mean molecular weight of 14 (i.e. gas is dominated by
carbon and oxygen) we find h ≈ 0.03 at 40 au. Gas temper-
atures could be much lower (as suggested by the low exci-
tation temperature of CO in some discs, Ko´spa´l et al. 2013;
Flaherty et al. 2016; Matra` et al. 2017a) and the mean molec-
ular weight larger if dominated by CO, which would make
h and the minimum planet mass smaller. So far, 49 Ceti is
the only example there is where h has been constrained for
the gas. Hughes et al. (2017) constrained h to be smaller
than 0.04 4 and therefore planets with masses similar or
larger than Neptune could explain the observed carbon cav-
ities. Note that planets with masses below a few Jupiter
masses are currently undetectable through direct methods
(e.g. direct imaging, Bowler & Nielsen 2018), thus the non-
detections of planets within these cavities are still consistent
with this scenario. Moreover, we can hypothesise that the in-
ner edges of the observed planetesimal discs are truncated
by planets, similar to the Kuiper belt in the Solar System.
These planets could also be the ones responsible for stir-
ring the orbits of planetesimals igniting a collisional cascade
and the gas release (e.g. Mustill & Wyatt 2009). Therefore
the radial distribution of gas could provide important con-
straints to the presence of planets that are undetectable with
current instrumentation.
These massive planets decreasing the inward flow of gas
would accrete most of it (e.g. Machida et al. 2010). We can
calculate the planet accretion rate using Equation 3 and the
analytic solution for the surface density of gas by Metzger
et al. (2012) for an α disc model. In steady state and assum-
ing only a small fraction of the gas flow is able to cross the
gap, we find ÛMp = 3piνΣ, which for a given disc is independent
of radius as long as the planet is interior to the planetesimal
belt where gas is being released. Evaluating this expression
we find
ÛMp = 10−2
( α
0.1
) ( ΣG(rbelt)
10−7M⊕ au−2
) ( rbelt
100 au
)
( µ
14
)−1 ( M?
2 M
)−1/2 ( L?
16 L
)1/4
M⊕ Myr−1.
(24)
Therefore, over 10-100 Myr of evolution we do not expect
that the gas accretion will significantly change the mass of
4 calculated at 40 au using their best fit parameters
such a planet. Nevertheless, because the gas will be dom-
inated by carbon and oxygen (in contrast to protoplane-
tary disc gas dominated by H2) the abundance of these ele-
ments relative to hydrogen could change significantly. Even
the abundance of carbon relative to oxygen (the C/O ratio)
could be affected since the accreted gas could have a low C/O
if originating from CO2 or H2O outgassed molecules com-
pared to gas accreted during the protoplanetary disc phase
with a C/O ratio close to one at tens of au (e.g. O¨berg et al.
2011). Finally, the accretion luminosity of such an accreting
planet will be ∼ 10−9 L, assuming a planet mass of 50 M⊕
and a radius of 6 Earth radii. Therefore it is unlikely that
exocometary gas accretion will increase the intrinsic lumi-
nosity of these young planets (Mordasini et al. 2009).
5.5 Other gas removal processes
If gas were not being removed through viscous accretion onto
the star or planets, then some other mechanism must be at
play. We identify two potential candidates: radiation pres-
sure acting on the gas and unbound grains pushing the gas
out (Tazaki & Nomura 2015; Kuiper & Hosokawa 2018). For
example, radiation pressure could remove mass in the form
of winds launched from the surface of the disc where densi-
ties are low enough that atomic carbon is unshielded from
stellar radiation. We have already discussed in §5.3 that radi-
ation pressure on carbon could be underestimated by current
models (e.g. Kral et al. 2017) and thus this scenario cannot
be ruled out yet. If so, the α value derived here gives a sense
for the timescales involved. We found that observations were
best matched with α = 0.1, which leads to a viscous timescale
of 0.6 Myr or ∼ 700 orbits for gas released at 100 au around
a 2 M star. This means that the mechanism is not efficient
enough to remove the bulk of the gas mass on a dynamical
timescale, which is expected given the large optical depth
in the radial direction at the frequencies where gas absorbs
and low dust densities. Detailed modelling of these processes
with more accurate stellar spectra are required to test these
mechanisms.
5.6 Gas - dust interactions
So far through this paper we have neglected how gas could
affect the dynamics of dust; particularly, how gas could
damp the eccentricity of small dust grains in high eccen-
tricity orbits or unbound trajectories due to radiation pres-
sure, and how gas could drag small dust interior or exterior
to the planetesimal belt on timescales shorter than collisions
or P-R drag. Here we aim to quantitatively check if gas could
affect the dust dynamics in the context of shielded discs (see
also Kral et al. 2019).
First, to understand whether gas drag could be im-
portant we compute the dimensionless stopping time (or
Stokes number)5 of grains of different sizes and at differ-
ent radii around an A3V star (Figure 11 top panel). We
assume a steady state surface density of gas (Metzger et al.
2012) for a system where gas is released from a planetesimal
belt at 100 au and the surface density of gas at 100 au is
10−6 M⊕ au−2—a typical surface density for the predicted
5 Using the subsonic stopping time.
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distribution of shielded discs (see Figure 4). We find that
all grains above the blowout size (dashed horizontal line)
have Stokes numbers larger than 10 near 100 au where dust
is released (in between the vertical dashed lines), and thus
we do not expect grains to be significantly damped before
experiencing disrupting collisions. In particular, mm-sized
grains have Stokes numbers of ∼ 104, thus are well decou-
pled from the gas. Nevertheless, we find that sub-µm grains
below the blowout size have Stokes number close and below
unity, and thus these unbound grains could remain in the
system for longer timescales due to gas drag. The dynamics
of such grains has been studied by Lecavelier Des Etangs
et al. (1998), finding that unbound dust grains can be heav-
ily decelerated by gas drag creating a stationary outflow.
Therefore, gas rich debris discs might have more massive
halos of small grains which can be traced in scattered light
(e.g. HD32297, Schneider et al. 2005; Bhowmik et al. 2019).
Even though grains above the blowout size have larger
Stokes numbers, they could still systematically migrate in
or out due to a difference in their orbital speed. Ignoring
Poynting-Robertson drag (PR drag), the azimuthal velocity
of a dust grain on a circular orbit is
vφ = vK(1 − β)1/2, (25)
where β is the ratio between the radiation and gravitational
forces (Burns et al. 1979), thus small grains in circular orbits
will have sub-Keplerian speeds. Similarly, because of pres-
sure support gas will also orbit at a sub-Keplerian speed
that is
vg = vK(1 − η)1/2, (26)
η = − 1
rΩ2Kρg
dPg
dr
, (27)
where ρg and Pg are the gas density and pressure, respec-
tively, and η the ratio between the pressure gradient force
and gravitational force. If β > η, dust grains will orbit slower
than the gas, and thus gas drag will increase their angular
momentum producing an outward migration (Takeuchi &
Artymowicz 2001). In the middle plot of Figure 11 we show
the ratio β/η for different grain sizes at different radii. We
calculate β assuming blackbody grains with an internal den-
sity of 2.7 g cm−3 and η according to blackbody tempera-
tures and the analytic expression for the gas surface density
profile. We find that grains below 1 mm have β > η and
thus will experience outward migration, while larger grains
will tend to migrate inwards. This will only happen if the
timescales are shorter or comparable to the collisional life-
time of these grains. Using Equation 26 in Takeuchi & Arty-
mowicz (2001), which assumes circular orbits, we compute
the radial velocity of grains under the influence of gas and
PR drag too (Figure 11 bottom panel). We find that for
small µm-sized grains their radial speed could be a few per-
cent of the Keplerian speed, and thus could exit the plan-
etesimal belt within a few orbits.
Small grains will only migrate out of the belt efficiently
if they can do so on a timescale shorter than their collisional
timescale. In Figure 12 we compare the timescale at which
a small grain at the bottom of the collisional cascade on a
circular orbit would exit the belt, assuming a disc width of
50 au, with their collisional timescale as a function of the disc
fractional luminosity. For this, we use equations B5 and B6
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Figure 11. Effect of gas on dust as a function of grain size
and stellar distance assuming a steady state surface density of
gas when released at 100 au, reaching a local surface density of
10−6 M⊕ au−2. Top: Dimensionless stopping time of Stokes num-
ber in the subsonic regime. The white line represents a Stokes
number of one. Middle: Ratio between the β (the radiation to
gravitational force ratio) and η the ratio between the pressure gra-
dient force and gravitational force. If larger than 1, then grains
will be pushed outwards and vice versa. Bottom: Modulus of the
radial velocity of dust grains over the Keplerian velocity. In the
three panels, the horizontal dashed line represents the blowout
size for a A3V star and the vertical dashed lines represent the
inner and outer edge of a belt at 100 au with a fractional width
of 0.5.
in Matra` et al. (2017b) to calculate the mass loss rate and
collisional timescales. We also assume a CO mass fraction
of 0.1 inside planetesimals, which sets the gas release rate
and thus the gas surface density which will affect the dust.
We find that for α = 0.1 (blue line) and fractional luminosi-
ties larger than 10−3, grains can exit the belt on timescales
shorter than their collisional lifetime (blue line is below the
dashed black line). For smaller fIR drift timescales due to gas
drag become too long, and actually, for fIR < 6 × 10−5 PR
drag dominates as a drag force (see the blue line converging
to the black dotted line). Nevertheless, PR drag timescales
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Figure 12. Radial migration timescale over collisional timescales
for dust grains at the bottom of the collisional cascade. The blue
and orange lines represent a case with an α viscosity value of
10−3 and 0.1, respectively. The black dotted line represents a case
when neglecting gas drag and considering PR drag only.
will be longer than collisional timescales for fIR > 4 × 10−6,
which is at the limit of detectability with current instru-
mentation (see Wyatt 2005, for a detailed discussion on PR
drag). For smaller α’s, gas drag could become important
even in less massive planetesimal discs since gas can accu-
mulate for longer and thus build larger gas surface densities.
For α = 10−3, small dust in discs with fIR > 2 × 10−5 could
efficiently migrate outwards with the fastest drift achieved
with fIR ∼ 10−3, which is when the Stokes number for grains
with β = 0.5 is equal to 1. Therefore, we conclude that
outward migration of small dust grains due to gas drag in
exocometary gaseous discs could be an efficient process, in-
creasing the cross sectional area of disc halos (e.g. HD32297,
Schneider et al. 2005; Bhowmik et al. 2019).
Based on the derived Stokes numbers we find that pho-
toelectric instability (Lyra & Kuchner 2013; Richert et al.
2018) should not play a major role affecting the distribu-
tion of gas and dust. This is because the Stokes numbers
are significantly larger than unity for all grains sizes above
the blowout size, and the dust-to-gas ratio is expected to be
much lower than unity when considering only grains smaller
than 10 µm as in Richert et al. (2018, see their Figure 2).
Finally, it is possible that the overall gas surface den-
sities are higher than assumed here if other volatiles (e.g.
water) are being released as well. Assuming a water ice frac-
tion of 0.5 in planetesimals, the gas surface densities would
be a factor 5 larger than assumed. Therefore, dust grains
close to the blow-out size would have lower Stokes numbers
in the range 1-10 (as suggested in Bhowmik et al. 2019), and
migrate outwards even faster. Note that the smaller Stokes
number could be enough to trigger the photoelectric insta-
bility, although the higher gas surface density would also de-
crease the dust-to-gas ratio. Detailed simulations are neces-
sary to assess whether this instability could act on timescales
shorter than the age of these systems with these dust-to-gas
ratios and Stokes numbers.
5.7 Mass loss rate inferred from the SED
In this paper we have shown that overall CO gas observa-
tions around A stars can be explained with our population
synthesis model presented in §3. Nevertheless, this is not
entirely satisfactory since our model has three main free pa-
rameters to fit one main observable, the observed CO gas
mass. Moreover, these parameters (the viscosity, the frac-
tion of CO in planetesimals, and the maximum planetesimal
size or initial median disc mass) are degenerate. In §5.2.1
and §5.2.2 we discuss how the first two could be constrained
through independent methods and thus break degeneracies.
The maximum planetesimal size is however unconstrained
by the collisional model used here. Namely, given a disc ra-
dius and fractional luminosity, the total disc mass and mass
loss rate are unconstrained. Matra` et al. (2017b) showed
however that the mass loss rate at the bottom of the col-
lisional cascade can indeed be estimated analytically based
on the disc cross sectional area and minimum grain size.
The reason for this is that the lifetime or collisional rate
of the smallest grains (near the blowout size) is dominated
by grains of similar size which is not the case at the top of
the size distribution. This slight but significant difference is
not accounted for in the collisional model used here which
assumes a single power law size distribution.
In Figure 13 we compare the mass loss rate used in
our model (§3) vs the mass loss rate that would be in-
ferred from the model fractional luminosity using Equation
B6 in Matra` et al. (2017b). We find that for the chosen pa-
rameters (e = 0.001, Dc = 0.02 km, Q?D = 1.6 J kg
−1 and
Mmid = 0.5 M⊕) the mass loss rate in our model roughly
agrees with the one calculated considering the bottom of
the collisional cascade ( ÛMDmin), except for belts with radius
smaller than ∼ 50 au. The dependence on belt radius is due
to both analytic expressions having a different dependence
on rbelt. The belt radius sets the Keplerian and relative ve-
locities, which are important for determining the minimum
planetesimal size that disrupt the planetesimals at the top
of the size distribution, whereas at the bottom of the size
distribution that size is simply set by the blowout size. In or-
der to reconcile the mass loss rate from small grains and the
largest planetesimals, more detailed modelling is necessary
taking into account, for example, the size dependent plan-
etesimal strength and wavy patterns in the size distribution
(Krivov et al. 2006; The´bault & Augereau 2007).
5.8 Hydrodynamic limit
Finally, here we discuss whether it is reasonable to treat the
evolution of exocometary gaseous discs with the standard
viscous evolution equations used here. While these equa-
tions are normally valid for the evolution of protoplanetary
discs, the gas densities in the exocometary gas context can
be much lower and thus we may approach the limit at which
these equations are valid. To check this, we compare the
disc scale height (H = cs/ΩK) with the mean free path in
the gas, l (see Kral et al. 2016, for a specific discussion re-
lated to β Pic’s gaseous disc). We find that at 100 au, the
mean free path of gas (not ionised) in the midplane will be
smaller than H as long as the gas surface density is larger
than ∼ 10−9 M⊕ au−2. If the gas is highly ionised as expected
for low density discs, the mean free path will be orders of
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Figure 13. Mass loss rate used in our modelling based on plan-
etesimal parameters and total mass (x axis) vs mass loss rate
derived from our model fractional luminosity as in Matra` et al.
(2017b, y axis). Each circle corresponds to a different simulation
presented in §3.1, and are colour coded according to their belt ra-
dius, with purple circles representing small belts and yellow circles
large belts. The dashed line represents the y=x curve, i.e. points
along the dashed line have consistent mass loss rates.
magnitude smaller due to the large cross section of ionized
species, and therefore we estimate that for surface densities
larger than ∼ 10−17 M⊕ au−2 our treatment is valid. This sur-
face density is much lower than the typical gas surface den-
sities of shielded discs (& 10−7 M⊕ au−2) and the unshielded
gas discs detected around A stars (Mgas > 10−5 M⊕). Only
for the lower tail of the population distribution of surface
densities around A stars (see Figure 4), the mean free path
of molecules and atoms could be comparable or larger than
H and thus the evolution of those discs with extreme low gas
masses must be taken with caution. Note that this critical
surface density is not very sensitive to the choice of H since
l is proportional to H.
6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a new numerical model to
explain the presence of gas found around nearby young stars
with debris discs, with an emphasis on A stars. This gas
originates in the interior of planetesimals, and mutual colli-
sions release both dust and gas. Our model (§2) solves for
the viscous evolution of the gas (CO, carbon and oxygen)
in 1D as it is released by planetesimals (in the form of CO),
taking into account the CO photodissociation, self-shielding
and shielding by neutral carbon. Our model has one sig-
nificant addition compared to previous work, it takes into
account the time dependent gas release rate due to the disc
collisional evolution.
With this model we found that the present gas mass of
a disc is highly dependant on the assumed initial disc mass
in the form of planetesimals. A system with a constant gas
input rate can have a gas mass orders of magnitude lower
compared to a system that started with a higher mass and
collisionally evolved to an equal planetesimal disc mass. Be-
cause of the nature of collisional evolution of planetesimal
discs, dust levels do not depend strongly on the initial disc
mass and therefore it is a degenerate problem to try to infer
the initial disc mass from dust levels. This means that while
a disc might contain low quantities of dust in a collisionally
evolved disc, it might have a massive gas disc due to a large
initial disc mass. These considerations must be taken into
account when analysing gas observations and comparing it
with dust levels. However, if CO is unshielded, its short life-
time (∼ 120 yr) means that its mass will be set by the present
mass loss rate. Conversely, atomic carbon has a longer life-
time as it will viscously evolve on longer timescales which
will depend on the kinematic viscosity.
We used this new numerical code to produce the first
population synthesis model for exocometary gas around A
stars. Population synthesis studies are ideal to deal with
degenerate problems and provide constraints on population
properties rather than individual systems. Informed by pre-
vious studies that fit the dust evolution, we generated sam-
ples of 104 stars hosting planetesimal discs with random
radius, mass and stellar properties. We evolved these sys-
tems up to a random age between 3–100 Myr and compare
the final distribution to the observed distribution by apply-
ing the same selection filters to our model population. We
found that our model can reproduce the distribution of CO
masses well when viscosities are high (α ≈ 0.1), even pro-
ducing a bimodal distribution with a large population of un-
shielded CO discs and a small fraction of shielded ones. The
shielded population is nevertheless common in our models
among systems with bright debris discs, which explains why
shielded discs are common among the sample of 17 A stars
with bright and cold debris discs. The high α value implies
that gas needs to be lost on timescales of ∼ 1−10 Myr. Other-
wise, carbon readily accumulates shielding CO and produc-
ing a large population of shielded and massive CO discs, even
around systems with low planetesimal disc masses, which is
inconsistent with observations.
Although we focused on A stars, we also tested our
model against observations of FGK stars. While massive
and shielded CO gas discs are found around A stars, ob-
servations of FGK stars have showed that these have low
CO gas masses, with only a few detections. Using our model
we showed that this is consistent with the collisional evolu-
tion studies of discs around FGK stars compared to A stars.
Their lower initial disc masses means that gas release rates
are lower. Our model quantitatively shows that massive CO
gas discs should be very rare around FGK stars if they have
similar viscosity levels compared to A stars.
An important test of viscous evolution models of gas in
debris discs, is whether gas is observed to extend inwards
and accrete onto the star. In §5 we discussed recent obser-
vations of neutral carbon around a few systems which seem
to indicate that carbon has not spread inwards forming an
accretion disc as expected in a viscous evolution scenario.
This might suggest that either gas release started recently or
is lost through another mechanism, e.g. radiation pressure.
Nevertheless, our modelling constrains the gas loss timescale
to be ∼ 1 − 10 Myr (viscous timescale), which could pro-
vide insights into alternative mass loss mechanisms. More
resolved observations of carbon are needed to conclude.
A potential explanation for the observed cavities in the
distribution of carbon could be the presence of planets. A
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planet orbiting the system interior to the planetesimal belt
could block the inward flow of gas if more massive that &
50 M⊕, accreting most of the exocometary gas flowing in.
In this scenario, the gas distribution and dynamics could
provide constraints on the mass and location of planets at
tens of au and interior to massive planetesimal belts.
Finally, we also discussed if gas could affect the dy-
namics of dust grains. We found that dust should not be
heavily affected by gas drag. Only small sub-µm grains that
are unbound due to radiation pressure could feel a strong
gas drag that could slow their unbound trajectories. How-
ever, we find that the predicted gas densities could be high
enough to make µm-sized grains to effectively migrate out
on timescales comparable to their collisional timescales.
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APPENDIX A: GAS OBSERVATIONS USED IN
THIS WORK
In tables A1 and A2 we show the properties of each of the
observed systems that were used to compare to our popula-
tion synthesis model. Table A1 only shows A stars with ages
between 10-50 Myr and debris discs that have fractional lu-
minosities between 5 × 10−4 − 0.01 and dust temperatures
below 140 K. Table A2 shows a similar filtered sample, but
without an age restriction. Note that there has not been
a complete survey for FGK stars with a selection criteria
similar to Moo´r et al. (2017), and thus Table A2 is likely
incomplete.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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Table A1. Properties of A stars with high fractional luminosity discs (5 × 10−4 − 0.01), ages ranging between
10-50 Myr and dust temperatures lower than 140 K. The upper limits correspond to 99.7% confidence levels
Name Age [Myr] L? [L] fIR rbelt [au] MCO [M⊕] MC [M⊕] ref
β Pic 23 8.7 2.6 × 10−3 105 2.8 × 10−5 1.0 × 10−3 1, 2
49 Ceti 40 16 7.2 × 10−4 96 1.4 × 10−4 4.0 × 10−3 3, 4
HD 21997 45 9.9 5.6 × 10−4 106 6 × 10−2 — 5
HD 32297 30 8.2 5.5 × 10−3 100 1.3 × 10−3 3.5 × 10−3 6, 7, 8, 9
HD 95086 15 6.1 1.4 × 10−3 204 4.3 × 10−6 — 10
HD 98363 15 11 1.3 × 10−3 32? < 9.5 × 10−6 — 11, 12
HD 109832 15 5.3 5.4 × 10−4 25? < 7. × 10−6 — 11, 12
HD 110058 15 5.9 1.4 × 10−3 50 2.1 × 10−5 — 7, 11, 13
HD 121191 16 7.2 4.5 × 10−3 26? 2.7 × 10−3 — 11
HD 121617 16 17 4.9 × 10−3 83 1.8 × 10−2 — 11
HD 131488 16 13 2.2 × 10−3 84 8.9 × 10−2 — 11
HD 131835 16 11 2.2 × 10−3 90 4. × 10−2 3.3 × 10−3 13, 14, 15, 16
HD 138813 10 17 6. × 10−4 105 7.4 × 10−4 — 11, 13, 16
HD 143675 16 8.9 6.9 × 10−4 28? < 1.7 × 10−5 — 11, 12
HD 145880 16 19 1.7 × 10−3 70? < 2. × 10−5 — 11, 12
HD 156623 16 13 3.3 × 10−3 94 2.5 × 10−3 — 13, 16
HR 4796 10 26. 4.8 × 10−3 79 < 3.7 × 10−6 — 19
References used in this table: (1): Matra` et al. (2017a); (2): Cataldi et al. (2018); (3): Hughes et al. (2017);
(4): Higuchi et al. (2017); (5): Ko´spa´l et al. (2013); (6): Greaves et al. (2016); (7): Kral et al. (2017); (8): Mac-
Gregor et al. (2018); (9): Cataldi et al. (2019); (10): Booth et al. (2019); (11): Moo´r et al. (2017); (12): upper
limits derived in this work; (13): Lieman-Sifry et al. (2016); (14): Moo´r et al. (2015); (15): Kral et al. (2019);
(16) Hales et al. (2019); (17): Kennedy et al. (2018). ?: The belt radius is calculated as rBB × 1.7.
Table A2. Properties of FGK stars with high fractional luminosity discs (5 × 10−4 − 0.01),
with dust temperatures lower than 140 K and without age restrictions. The upper limits
correspond to 99.7% confidence levels.
Name Age [Myr] L? [L] fIR rbelt [au] MCO [M⊕] ref
HD 61005 40 0.7 2.3 × 10−3 66 < 6. × 10−6 1, 2, 3
HD 92945 100-300 0.37 6.6 × 10−4 87 < 3 × 10−5 4
HD 107146 80-200 1.0 8.6 × 10−4 89 < 5 × 10−6 5
HD 111520 15 3.0 1.1 × 10−3 96 < 3 × 10−4 2, 3, 6
HD 145560 16 3.2 2.1 × 10−3 88 < 2 × 10−4 2, 3, 6
HD 146181 16 2.6 2.2 × 10−3 93 < 3 × 10−4 2, 3, 6
HD 146897 10. 3.1 8.2 × 10−3 81 2.1 × 10−4 6, 7
HD 170773 1500 3.6 5.0 × 10−4 193 < 1.4 × 10−5 8
HD 181327 23 2.9 2.1 × 10−3 86 2.1 × 10−6 9
References used in this table: (1): Olofsson et al. (2016); (2) Matra` et al. (2019); (3):
upper limit and mass derived in this work; (4) Marino et al. (2019); (5): Marino et al.
(2018); (6): Lieman-Sifry et al. (2016); (7): Kral et al. (2017); (8) Sepulveda et al. (2019);
(9) Marino et al. (2016).
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